Big Data as a Service
Cazena makes big data and data warehousing in the
cloud easy for enterprises.
Many enterprises want the benefits of the cloud for big data and
data warehousing, including agility, cost-reduction and
efficiency. But the cloud is complex and difficult to connect into
existing enterprise data flows. Cazena makes cloud data
processing easy.

What is Big Data as a Service?

Cazena’s Big Data as a Service is a managed cloud service running on Microsoft
Azure and other cloud platforms. Enterprises get Data Marts or Data Lakes ondemand, and the service includes security, encryption, data movers and easy
integration with other data systems, including on-premises data warehouses,
analytics or visualization tools.

One Service, Any
Workload
With Cazena Big Data as a Service,
cloud data processing is integrated
securely with existing systems, so
enterprises can:
•

Deploy or expand data analytics
projects on Microsoft Azure in
minutes, not months.

•

Reduce costs and increase
capabilities for big data, data
warehousing and analytics.

•

Simplify and focus, with a single
data processing service for any
workload, including analytics,
business intelligence, data science
and more.

Simplicity and Agility

Value and Future-Proofing

Trust and Security

One end-to-end cloud service for any
data workload.

80% less than traditional (onpremises) alternatives.

Supports encryption, security
and compliance processes.

•

Prebuilt and ready to use, no need
to integrate many components.

•

Delivers the best priceperformance for data workloads

•

Unique single-tenant cloud
architecture and secure gateway

•

Seamlessly integrates with existing
data systems and analytic tools

•

Uses best-of-breed data
technologies, regularly
enhanced

•

Single-pane visibility of end-toend cloud activity and utilization

Integrate the cloud with no
disruption to data workflows or
analytic tools.

With Cazena, one admin can
support all data workloads in the
cloud.

Monitor and manage the cloud
just like any other enterprise
asset.

“Enter the concept of "big data as a service,” where vendors are combining components of analytic platforms in the
cloud with multiple processing engines, hybrid on-premises integration, and secure data movement. The use of such
services can speed up the adoption of analytics in the cloud, address skills shortages within the enterprise, and make
it easier to transition from, and integrate with, existing on-premises investments.”
– Gartner Cool Vendors in DBMS, 2016
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How Big Data as a Service delivers Big Business Benefits
One Service for Any Data Workload
•

Get on-demand Data Marts, Data Lakes, and all the capabilities
needed to move, store and analyze data in the cloud

•

Cazena automatically delivers your desired price-performance by
intelligently provisioning and optimizing best-of-breed data
technologies (Hadoop, MPP SQL, etc.) based on your SLAs

Easy Integration with Microsoft Azure
•

Connects existing data systems and tools to Data Lakes and
Data Marts on Microsoft Azure; Includes data-movers for easy,
secure data transfer to and from the cloud

•

No disruption to workflow or familiar processes; Cazena works
seamlessly with existing data sources and analytics tools

Delivered “as a Service”
•

One flat fee includes all capabilities, including all cloud and
database licenses, SLA monitoring, 24/7 support

•

Quickly augment your architecture; Cazena handles all
support, upgrades and operations (backup/restore, etc.)

The Cazena Difference
Cazena delivers the first Big
Data as a Service that is
securely integrated with your
enterprise datacenters, so you
can use the cloud with no
disruption to workflow or
familiar tools. Cazena radically
simplifies big data and data
warehousing in the cloud.

Learn More
Get a technical overview of
Cazena Big Data as a Service
and experience a fast, hasslefree, demo or proof-of-concept
to see how the service works.
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Cazena: Easily Load, Store and Analyze Any Data in the Cloud

Tangible Benefits
•

Reduce the costs of big data and data warehousing

•

Increase agility, add new capabilities for analytics, data science and innovation

•

Simplify and focus on strategically important projects, not managing data infrastructure and operations

Why Cazena Big Data as a Service?
Cazena’s mission is to radically simplify big data and data warehousing in the cloud, for faster business outcomes at a fraction of the
cost. Cazena offers the first Big Data as a Service that is securely integrated into enterprise infrastructure. Founded by former
leadership of Netezza (first data warehouse appliance, acquired by IBM), Cazena is backed by Andreessen Horowitz and other leading
investors. Cazena was named a Cool Vendor in DBMS in 2016 by Gartner, Inc.
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